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Measurements of the distances to SNe Ia have produced strong evidence that the
Universe is really accelarating, implying the existence of a nearly uniform compo-
nent of dark energy with the simplest explanation as a cosmological constant. In
this paper a small changing cosmological term is proposed, which is a function of a
slow-rolling scalar field, by which the de Sitter primordial black holes’ properties,
for both charged and uncharged cases, are carefully examined and the relationship
between the black hole formation and the energy transfer of the inflaton within
this cosmological term is eluciated.
There is now prima facie evidence that supports two basic tenets, infla-
tion and dark (matter and energy) components of the hot big bang universe
paradigm1. Measurements of the distances to SNe Ia have produced strong
evidence that the Universe is indeed accelarating which indicates that most
of the critical density exists in the form of nearly uniform and positive dark
energy. This component is poorly understood. So, naturally the identification
and elucidation of the mysterious dark-energy component is a very pressing
question for nowadays physics. Vacuum energy is only the simplest possibil-
ity for the smooth dark component; there are other possibilities2: frustrated
topological defects or a slow rolling scalar field or quintessence. Independent
evidence for the existence of this dark energy, e.g., by CMB anisotropy, the
SDSS and 2dF surveys, or gravitational lensing, is crucial for verifying the ac-
counting of matter and energy in the Universe. Additional and more precious
measurements of SNe Ia could help shed light on the precise nature of the dark
energy. The dark energy problem is not only of great importance for cosmol-
ogy, but also for fundamental physics as well. Whether it is vacuum energy
or quintessence, it is still a puzzle for fundamental physics and possibly a clue
about the unification of the forces and particles14.
For the not very clear dark matter identity, Primordial black holes (PBHs)
are also one of the possible cold dark matter candidates which are believed to
take the majority of the matter contents of the Universe. PBHs may form
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in the early universe when pre-existing adiabatic density fluctuations enter
into the cosmological horizon and recollapse. That is, primordial overdensities
seeded, for instance by inflation, may collapse to primordial black holes during
early eras if they exceed a critical threshold5. Thus, it is quite reasonable to
discuss PBHs by connecting the mysterious dark energy problems to PBHs’
formation in the de Sitter spacetimes where a cosmological term is essential to
describe the PBHs properties.
In this paper we propose a tiny changing cosmological term dependent
on a slow-rolling scalar field, which may come from a supersymmetric particle
physics model at higher energy scale, just as some classes of quintessence which
may originate from the dynamic supersymmetry breaking of a supersymmetry
particle theory with a flat direction15. We discuss its relation with de-Sitter
primordial black holes formation for both charged and uncharged cases, as well
as the black holes’s properties.
Studies of black hole formation from gravitational collapse of a (mass-
less) scalar field have revealed interesting nonperturbative and non-linear en-
ergy (mass) converting phenomena at the threshold of black hole formation17.
Specifically, starting from the spherically symmetrical de Sitter black hole
spacetimes with charges q and mass m,
ds2 = −a(t, r)dt2 + a−1(t, r)dr2 + r2dΩ2, (1)
where dΩ ≡ dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2, and {xµ} = {t, r, θ, ϕ} are the usual spherical
coordinates,
a(t, r) = 1− 2m/r − Λ× r2/3 + q2/r2 (2)
The Λ is taken the similar form given by Peebles and Vilenkin18 with a notation
that now we only consider a single component field case for simplicity and the
reduced Planck mass is set Mp = (8piG)
−1/2 = 1, as well as c = h¯ = 1
Λ(φ) = b(φ4 +M4) (3)
where the constant energy parameter is assumed to dominate and the self-
coupling constant b = 1×10−14 from the condition that present-day large scale
structure grows from quantum fluctuations frozen into φ during inflation15,13
as well as the considerations that the present density parameter in matter is
Ωm ≈ 0.3, with Ωφ = 1−Ωm ≈ 0.7 in the inflaton1,8,3. Besides, we also require
the cosmological term satisfy the flatness conditions at the very early Universe
evolution stage to ensure its slow changing property,
φ˙ ≈ −Λ(φ)′/H (4)
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where H is the Hubble parameter which is a function of the inflaton φ for the
very early Universe evolution period, the overhead dot referring to derivative
to time and the prime indicating derivative with respect to the inflaton φ. The
two flatness conditions are
(Λ(φ)′/Λ(φ))2/2 = 8φ6/(M4 + φ4)2 << 1 (5)
and
Λ(φ)′′/Λ(φ) = 12φ2/(M4 + φ4) << 1 (6)
Generally, for a controllable theory it is necessary that the effective potential
only valid at scales lower than Planck energy scale.
We can have this quartic term potential from a simple superpotential,
Wess-Zumino model12,
W = cφ3 (7)
(where c is a self-coulping constant) with the following U(1) R-symmetry
φ→ exp(iβ/3)φ (8)
where β is the transformation parameter and
W → exp(iβ)W, (9)
plusing a cosmological constant-like energy term. Thus, this symmetry forbid-
des the other higher order terms in φ and the resultant potential possesses a
Z4 symmetry. Generally, if we require the system having a Z2 symmetry the
potential should also include the φ2 term13,15,20, that is the mass term.
As the treatment in literature16 we define a parameter z = r/m, and
another one, the ” charge-mass-ratio ” parameter α = q/m with m > 0 as well
as r > 0 and
y = 3(z2 − 2z + α2)/z4 (10)
It is easy to find when a(t,r)=0
Λm2 = y (11)
Generally equation (2) when a(t,r)=0 possesses four un-degenerate solutions
and equation
dy/dz = 0 (12)
has two, among which in our case, at the moment, only the small value one is
relevent to our following analysis, that is
0 < α2 < 9/8 (13)
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and
z− = 3/2− (9/4− 2α2)1/2. (14)
We have the following observations for the charged de Sitter black hole space-
times that there shall exist that (we take Λ as the value of the potential)
a. Two horizons provided Λm2 > y(z−),
b. One horizon if Λm2 = y(z−) and
c. No horizon when Λm2 < y(z−)
The family of parameter, say, S[q,m,M, b], such that for the value of Λ not
less than certain value y(z−)/m
2, black holes are formed, otherwise no black
holes are formed.
Then, (b), the critical solution is universal with respect to the family of
initial data considered,
b(M4 + φ4)m2 = y(z−) (15)
and
y(z−) = 3
[(3−√9− 8α2)2/4− 3 + (9− 8α2)1/2 + α2]
[3− (9 − 8α2)1/2]4 (16)
That is, the right hand side of Eq.(15) is only a function of the ”charge-mass-
ratio”
b(M4 + φ4)m2 = f(α) (17)
In the standard scenario of inflation the inflating expansion lasts about a
Planck time with some 50 e-foldings to solve mainly the original monopole,
geometric flatness and physical horizon problems3. After that the inflaton will
execute oscillations around the minimum of the inflation potential, to convert
its stored energy into the to be created physical world during the reheating
period10. In the charged de Sitter black hole case as we discuss the infla-
ton energy transfered to form a black hole is constrained by the black hole’s
charge-mass-ratio α mathematically, which decides the energy transfering rate
to form black holes. Of cause, the details of energy transfer mechanism need
more physics inputs and theoretical considerations, especially that where the
charges come from specifically, besides some proposals such as in PBHs pair
production4 or parameter resonance in preheating era6 if the inflaton coupling
with other boson or charged fermion fields. It is similar and straightway to
discuss black holes in de Sitter spacetime without charge, which will be dis-
cussed following by taking q=0. In this case the parameter set only consists of
three elements S[m,M, b] and there still shall exist that, with differences from
the charged case,
a. No horizon provided 3Λ > 1/m (the root is negative),
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b. One degenerate horizon from three horizons if 3Λ = 1/m with horizon at
r = 1/Λ1/2, that is, the horizon increases with energy input, which is obvious
in the simplest Schwarzchild metric case and the energy transfering in the
uncharged case satisfies
b(M4 + φ4)m = 1/3 (18)
c. Two distinct horizons when 3Λ < 1/mwith horizons at r1 = 2cos(δ)/Λ
1/2
and r2 = 2cos(δ/3+4pi/3)/Λ
1/2 respectively, under condition cos(δ) = −3mΛ1/2.
And the third root of solutions turns out being negative.
In this simpler case it is clear to see that there still exists the similar energy
transfering relation Eq.(11), but without additional parameter constraint as
the charged case and the classical thermodynamics quantities to be calculated
are dependent on the slow changing inflaton, which is very interesting. We will
detail the tedious computations and publish the results elsewhere19.
The cosmological term form chosen as the one given by Peeples and Vilenkin
is due to the following two reasons. One is the connection to the tree level hy-
brid inflation model in the very early Universe era, which is a very promising
theory to confront all astrophysics observations as we have known so far15,1,2,7.
Another is from the convincing and consistent results of recent analyses to the
gravitational lensings, SNe Ia as well as large-scale structure observations11
and theoretical physics considerations with inconsistence predictions from the-
ories 9 that disfavor classes of quintessence models or a simplest cosmological
constant interpretation.
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